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Abstract 

A large-scale acoustic survey of zooplankton stocks in the waters 
around South Georgia was carried out during November and December 
1981. The data have been analysed using various definitions of strata. 
The total biomass in the area of 155 786 km2 was estimated to be 
1.8225 x 106 tonnes (Coefficient of Variation = 9.5%). This gives an 
estimate of mean density throughout the region of 11.7 tonnes km-2• 

Although the estimate of the mean is not sensitive to the definition of 
strata, the variance of the estimate is sensitive. The analyses highlight 
the importance of careful planning of acoustic surveys. 

Resume 

Une campagne d'evaluation acoustique a grande echelle des stocks de 
zooplancton s'est deroulee dans les eaux adjacentes a la Georgie du 
Sud en novembre et decembre 1981. Les donnees ont ete analysees 
pour diverses stratifications. La biomasse totale de l'aire de 
155 786 km2 a ete estimee a 1,8225 x 106 tonnes (coefficient de 
variation = 9,5%). Ceci donne une estimation de densite moyenne 
pour toute la region de 11,7 tonnes km-2• Bien que l'estimation de la 
moyenne ne soit pas sensible a la definition de la strate, la variance de 
l'estimation, elle, l'est. Les analyses soulignent l'importance de la 
conception minutieuse des campagnes acoustiques. 

Pe3IOMe 

B TelIeHHe H05I6p5I H ,lleKa6p5I 1981 r. B BO,llax IO)I{Hoti reoprHH 

6bIJIa rrpOBe,lleHa KpyrrHoMacWTa6Ha5I aKycTHlIeCKa5I CbeMKa 

3arraCOB 300rrJIaHKTOHa. IIOJIYlIeHHble ,llaHHble aHaJIH3HpOBa

JIHCb C HCrrOJIb30BaHHeM Pa3JIHlIHbIX orrpe,lleJIeHHti cTpaT. 

06II(a5I 6HoMacca B patio He rrJIOII(a,llbIO 155 786 KM2 COCTaBHJIa 

1,8225 1I 106 TOHH (K03<fl<lm~HeHT H3MeHlIHBOCTH = 9,5%). 
Cpe,llH5I5I rrJIOTHOCTb BO BceM patioHe COCTaBHJIa TaKHM 

06pa30M 11,7 TOHH KM-2. XOT5I o~eHKa Cpe,llHeti BeJIHlIHHbI He 

3aBHCHT OT orrpe,lleJIeHH5I CTpaT, H3MeHlIHBOCTb caMoti o~eHKH 
lIYBCTBHTeJIbHa K HHM. 3TOT aHaJIH3 rrO,lllIepKHBaeT Ba)l{HOCTb 

TII(aTeJIbHOrO rrJIaHHpOBaHH5I aKYCTHlIeCKHX CbeMOK. 

* British Antarctic Survey, High Cross, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3 OET, United Kingdom 
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Resumen 

Durante noviembre y diciembre de 1981 se realizo una prospeccion 
acustica a gran escala de las poblaciones de zooplancton que existen en 
las aguas alrededor de Georgia del Sur. Esta informacion se ha 
analizado empleando varias definiciones de estratos. La biomasa total 
de esta area que cubre 155 786 km2, se estimo en 1.8225 x 106 

toneladas (coeficiente de variacion = 9.5%), que irnplica una estimacion 
de la densidad media de la region de 11.7 toneladasokm-2. Aunque la 
estimacion de la media no es susceptible a la definicion de los estratos, 
es el caso contrario con la varianza de la estimacion. Los analisis 
demuestran la gran importancia que tiene la planificacion minuciosa de 
las prospecciones acusticas. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic surveys have become a standard technique in the study of the distribution and 
abundance of Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba Dana). There are, however, a number of 
problems in the application of these techniques for the routine surveying of krill populations in 
the Southern Ocean. In particular, the design of field surveys presents various logistical and 
analytical problems. Many of these design problems are similar to those encountered in the 
development of acoustic survey programs of fish populations. The ICES Acoustic Working 
Group has produced a draft report on current acoustic survey design practices (ICES, 
unpublished manuscript) which forms a good starting point for considering many of these 
problems. However, the highly heterogeneous nature and scale-related patchiness of krill 
distributions produce some particular problems which have not been adequately addressed to 
date. 

In this paper we report on a major acoustic survey of krill abundance and distribution in 
the South Georgia region. The data have been analysed using a number of different approaches 
to illustrate the effect of the estimation technique on the final results. This emphasises the 
importance of careful pre-survey planning and post-survey analyses. 

2. METHODS 

2.1 The Survey Design 

The survey was designed to investigate some of the interactions taking place in the 
South Georgia marine ecosystem and involved a major interdisciplinary program of data 
collection, various aspects of which have been discussed by Priddle et al. (1986) and Atkinson 
and Peck (1988). The survey region was a 180 by 240 n mile box centred on the island of 
South Georgia (Figure 1). There was no information available at the planning stage to produce 
a stratified sampling design based on the biomass distribution. The large size of the area 
prohibited the execution of a suitable pilot study in the time available. The chosen design was 
systematic parallel transects with the direction of the transect perpendicular to the long-axis of 
the island. Nine major transects were traversed over the period from 24 November to 
19 December 1981. The survey start was chosen at random to reduce the possibility of 
systematic errors. Each transect was divided into six sections approximately 30 n miles in 
length. Each section was further divided into 1 n mile integration intervals (ESDU). Density 
was estimated from the acoustic parameter mean volume backscattering strength (MVBS). 
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At the end of each section various 'station' activities were carried out as part of the 
interdisciplinary program. This included deployment of a CTD system to produce temperature 
and salinity profiles. 

2.2 The Acoustic Methods 

A Simrad EKS 120 echosounder connected to a Simrad QM Analogue echo-integrator 
was used for the study. The echosounder was calibrated on 22 November and 23 December 
1981 and the following values obtained. 

Constant 

Source Level 
[dB/ /1 f..LPa ref. 1 metre] 

Voltage Response 
[dB//l volt/f..LPa] 

Date 
22 November 1981 23 December 1981 

218.3 218.9 

-108.9 -107.8 

Pulse duration was measured at 0.6 msec. 

Not all of the acoustic targets will have been krill. However, krill are likely to be the 
major zooplankton target in this area so in this study we assume all target are krill for the 
purpose of the analyses of the dataset. The length distribution of all krill taken during the 
survey period is shown in Figure 2. Most of the krill were small, with a mean length of 
29.73 mm. This mean size is similar to that of the krill used by Everson et al. (1990) to 
estimate the target strength of krill. Based on that study we have used a mean target strength of 
-75 dB to estimate the biomass of krill in this region. The mean weight of the sampled krill was 
0.18 g. 

An estimate of the mean bottom depth was available for each section. The CTD profiles 
collected at either end of a section allowed an estimate of the mean temperature minimum to be 
obtained and used to characterise water mass (Atkinson et al., 1990). 

3 . RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Analytical Techniques 

The notation of Jolly and Hampton (1990) is followed throughout. There are j = 1, .. , 
ni sample units and i = 1, .. ,N strata. The density of a sample unit is then given by: 

1\ b .. 
p" - ~ 

Z) - Lij 

bij is the biomass recorded over the jth sample unit in the ith stratum 
Lij is the length of jth sample unit in the ith stratum 

The mean density in the strata is given by: 

A 1 ni 1\ 

p=- L,WijPij 
ni j=l 

(1) 

(2) 
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where the weights are based on the sample unit length: 

(3) 

and the mean sample unit length is: 

(4) 

The estimated mean density for the whole region is then: 

(5) 

where Ai = Area of stratum i. 

The variance is: 

(6) 

where 

(7) 

The assumption underlying such analyses is of random sampling within a stratum. In 
the survey reported here it was assumed that the between-transect distance is sufficiently large 
to remove any systematic error; that is at a scale at which the krill distribution can be considered 
random with respect to the transects. 

The equations can be applied to the data for any size of sample unit. However, the 
problem of non-random sampling within a stratum can invalidate the basic assumptions of the 
statistical methods. The simplest case would be to consider each ESDU to be a sample. 
However, the inherent serial correlation in the datasets makes the estimation of variance on this 
basis meaningless. 

For the variance of the final estimate to be a minimum the sampling units should be 
chosen to give low within-stratum variability. The definitions of strata are given in Table 1. 
The results of the analyses of the data using various sampling units and strata definitions are 
shown in Table 2. Those estimates in which the ESDU are taken as the basic sampling unit 
(Table 2, lines 1 to 6) suffer from serial correlation problems. A possible breakdown of the 
data (Table 2, line 7) is to produce 18 transects by splitting the transects into two transects 
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either side of the shelf region (Figure 4), and taking a section as the basic sampling unit. This 
is not unreasonable as the transecting was delayed for station sampling at the end of each 
section. The next three estimators (8 to 10) consider the six strata shown in Figure 5. These 
strata split the sample region on the basis of the bathymetric contours. Each of these estimators 
takes a different basic sampling unit: transects, sections or ESDU. 

The different estimators are presented here to highlight that the estimate of mean density 
and total biomass is not sensitive to the analytical breakdown used. However, the variance of 
the estimates can change markedly. The variance of the mean density estimate from the Jolly 
method (Jolly and Hampton, 1990) is a weighted sum of the within-stratum variances. Thus, 
the stratification at the large-scale is aimed at the removal of the largest element of the variance. 
The sampling units within the strata should then be chosen to produce least variance within 
strata. The between-stratum variance does not enter into the overall calculation of the variance. 
An analysis of variance (Table 3) shows that most of the variation is explained by the chosen 
strata and that sections within strata are more variable than the transects. This indicates that the 
strategy of running transects perpendicular to the shelf produced runs which crossed the 
steepest gradient in the krill density distribution, and consequently lower variation between 
transects. The best combination of sampling unit and strata in this case is six strata and 
transects as sample units (Table 2, line 10), producing an estimate of the mean density of 
11.7 tonnes km-2 and total biomass for the region of 1.8225 x 106 tonnes (Cv = 9.5%). 
Statistics for the 18 transect breakdown (Figure 4) and the six strata breakdown (Figure 5) are 
given in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. These estimates are based on the assumption of random 
sampling within strata which is not the case. However, the conclusion that there were generally 
higher densities of krill in the north east region around South Georgia is reasonable. 

Further stratifications were made by water mass, characterised by contiguous regions of 
similar minimum temperature (Table 2, lines 11 and 12). These do not simply describe strata in 
the distribution of krill in the region so do not give particularly useful biomass estimates. 
Bathymetry and temperature are aliased in this region (correlation coefficient, r = -0.428). 
Analyses of the data to produce estimates of mean density classified by bathymetric region and 
minimum temperature range are shown in Tables 6 to 8. In all depth regions the highest krill 
densities were found iri the colder, less than zero degree minimum temperature water mass. 
The highest densities were found in the shelf slope regions of 250 to 1 000 m in depth. The 
greatest biomass is found offshore and is associated with the colder water regions to the east. 

3.2 Kriging Analysis 

A simple Kriging analysis was performed using the UNIMAP (1990) software system. 
A biomass estimate was obtained for an area approximately 1.63 x 105 km2, which compares 
with the 1.56 x 105 km2 used in the above analyses. Blanking regions were defined to set 
similar boundaries to the area of interpolation to these used in the above estimates. The 
semivariogram was fitted by eye at an angle to the vertical of 150°; settings used were: range = 
1, sill = 650, nugget = O. No trend corrections were made. This produced the map of krill 
density shown in Figure 7. The volume of the integrated surface gives an estimate of the total 
biomass in the region. This was 2.13 x 106 tonnes giving a mean krill density estimate of 
13.07 tonnes km-2. Reasonable changes in the parameter settings used in the semivariogram 
model produced changes in the density estimate of approximately ± 3 tonnes km-2. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The target strength value we have used produces larger values for a given MVBS than 
those used in earlier studies (BIOMASS, 1984). Few data are available to cross reference to this 
analyses carried out in this study. The density estimated for the West Atlantic section of the 
Southern Ocean from the BIOMASS cruises (February, 1981) was 4.46 tonnes km-2 which is 
lower than the 11.7 tonnes km-2 obtained in the present study. The USSR vessel Odyssey 
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surveyed part of the north side of the South Georgia area during February, 1981 and these 
results gave a density estimate of 15.63 tonnes kmz (BIOMASS, 1984). In this study the same 
region produced some of the highest density estimates with stratum values of 13.08 and 
23.59 tonnes km-z (Table.5). The BIOMASS analyses used a much higher target strength value 
so this suggests there was a higher krill biomass in the BIOMASS sampled regions during the 
early part of 1981 than was observed in this study in the latter part of 1981. 

Other estimates of krill density in the South Georgia region are those from trawl based 
studies (Latogursky et al., 1990). The values for the early part of 1981 are of the same order as 
those obtained in this study, 37.4 and 5.4 tonnes km-Z and are consistent with the Odyssey data 
These values are low compared to other trawl estimates obtained for the region in other years. 

The above analyses have highlighted that the various estimation methods based on 
classical statistical techniques produce little difference in the estimate of mean density but they 
do affect the variance. Careful design is the only way that a valid estimate of mean density can 
be obtained. There is little that can be done at the post-processing stage except to consider the 
precision of the estimate. The underlying estimate may be wrong but there is nothing that can 
be done about this at this stage. This highlights the importance of careful pre-planning of the 
survey. Assumptions of randomness at the wrong scale will give incorrect variance results for 
krill biomass. 

The use of Kriging or other spatial statistical techniques clearly requires far more 
investigation but holds some promise (Foote and Stefansson, 1991). However, we can say at 
this stage that the simple application of bilinear interpolation techniques is incorrect and is likely 
to produce erroneous results. The distribution of krill is extremely patchy and the variability of 
the distribution must be taken into account using an approach such as Kriging. The spatial 
techniques must be rigorously applied and all of the interpolated estimates should be reported 
with details of the fits and confidence in the estimates. The development of spatial statistical 
analytical methods is a continually evolving field of study (Ripley, 1988). 

Croxall et al. (1985) produced a value of 16 x 106 tonnes as an estimate of the 
consumption of krill by seabirds and seals in Scotia Sea area. Approximately 42% were taken 
by South Georgia based predators (approximately 6.7 x 106 tonnes). The estimate of the 
standing stock is low compared to the predator consumption figure for the South Georgia area. 
This predator consumption rate is spread throughout the year and should not be compared 
directly with standing stock estimates. The Antarctic Circumpolar Current is a potential source 
of replenishment of the krill stocks in the South Georgia area (Everson, 1984). This is likely to 
mean that several times the standing stock may be available in the region in any year. 

For 6.7 x 106 tonnes to be available in a year and assuming no local production then a 
crude estimate of input rate may be calculated. Assuming the standing stock remains constant 
and that demand is constant throughout the year, then the estimated demand is 18356 tonnes 
day-l. If the krill enter the region only through the eastern side of the box (Figure 1, this 
dimension is approximately 333 km in length) then 55.1 tonnes are brought in each day along 
each kilometre of the side of the b.ox. If the density outside the area in the Scotia Sea is in the 
range 4.5 to 11.7 tonnes km-z then the required flow rates are 0.28 to 0.11 knots respectively. 
These values are well within the expected current speeds for the region (Foster, 1984). 

In this study we have assumed all detected targets in this area are krill, this is unlikely to 
be the case and will have produced an overestimate of krill biomass. However, some of the 
krill were much larger than the mean length and use of a mean target strength will have caused 
underestimation of the biomass. The distribution of the krill within the area is consistent with 
the suggestion of the occurrence of the Antarctic Surface Water in the region (Everson, 1984; 
Atkinson and Peck, 1988). This water mass was the cooler water region to the east where the 
higher densities of krill were recorded during this study. The higher densities of krill in the 
shelf regions support suggestions that these areas are important in the development of krill 
aggregations (see Miller and Hampton, 1989 for a discussion). 
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Table 1: Definitions of strata used in the analyses of the transect data. 

Strata Description of Stratification 

9 transects Each of the long transects treated as a contiguous sample region 
(Figure 3). 

18 transects Each of the nine long transects split in the middle (Figure 4). 

6 strata Each set of three half transects were grouped together on the basis 
of geographic region (Figure 5). 

6 strips Each of the sections running west to east were considered as a 
single stratum (Figure 6). 

3 depth bands The data were analysed according to bathymetric region. These 
regions are not necessarily contiguous. 

3 temperature bands The data were analysed according to minimum temperature 
region. These regions are not necessarily contiguous. 

3 temperature regions Stratum boundaries were set on the basis of contiguous regions of 
similar temperature. 
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Table 2: Mean density and total biomass estimates produced by the application of different 
stratification criteria (Table 1) to the transect data. 

Method of Estimation Mean Variance Total Variance 
Density Biomass 

(tonnes km-2) (tonnes x 106) 

1 Stratified by 18 transects 11.44 0.410 1.8225 0.00950 
(resets as units) 

2 Stratified by 9 transects 11.48 0.419 1.8225 0.01017 
(resets as units) 

3 Stratified by 6 strips 11.86 0.437 1.8225 0.01060 
(resets as units) 

4 Stratified by 54 sections 11.61 0.373 1.8225 0.00906 
(resets as units) 

5 Stratified by 3 depths 11.30 0.438 1.8225 0.01063 
(resets as units) 

6 Stratified by 3 temperature bands 12.11 0.436 1.8225 0.01059 
(resets as units) 

7 Jolly 18 transects 11.70 2.070 1.8225 0.05024 
(sections as units) 

8 Stratified by 6 strata 11.59 0.416 1.8225 0.01011 
(resets as units) 

9 Jolly 6 strata 11.70 1.816 1.8225 0.04408 
(sections as units) 

10 Jolly 6 strata 11.70 1.228 1.8225 0.02980 
(transects as units) 

11 Jolly 3 temp/geographic 11.70 2.969 1.8225 0.07205 
(transects as units) 

12 3 temp/geographic strata 11.27 0.437 1.8225 0.01060 
(resets as units) 

Table 3: Accumulated analysis of variance based on the six regional strata shown in 
Figure 5. 

Source of Degrees of Sum of Squares Mean Square Variance Ratio 
Variation Freedom 

Stratum 5 58306.6 11661.3 20.62 

Stratum 12 21686.3 1807.2 3.20 
/ Transect 

Stratum 33 101585.0 3078.3 5.44 
/ Section 

Residual 1463 827425.3 565.5 

Total 1009003.2 666.9 
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Table 4: Mean density and biomass estimates based on the 18 transects defined in Figure 4. 
Sampling units are transect sections. 

Transect No. of Density Variance Area Biomass 
Observations (tonnes km-2) (km2) (tonnes) 

1 3 9.13 5.066 9260.7 84566.0 
2 2 1.82 0.043 6173.8 11238.4 
3 3 6.89 8.282 9260.7 63845.6 
4 3 8.61 42.361 8849.2 79772.0 
5 3 7.28 1.310 6070.9 67413.0 
6 3 1.83 1.215 8231.8 16962.6 
7 3 9.42 38.131 6173.8 83401.2 
8 2 8.10 37.424 9157.8 49174.5 
9 3 6.75 1.702 9260.7 55548.0 

10 2 13.29 176.730 9260.7 82074.8 
11 3 9.21 20.941 9260.7 84388.0 
12 3 16.19 4.319 9260.7 149973.6 
13 3 7.32 34.743 9260.7 67834.9 
14 3 15.93 48.701 9260.7 147548.3 
15 3 16.96 186.101 9260.7 157057.0 
16 3 32.16 18.742 9260.7 297800.8 
17 3 12.29 49.713 9260.7 113809.4 
18 3 22.69 33.960 9260.7 210129.3 

Table 5: Mean density and biomass estimates based on the six regional strata (Figure 5). 
Transects are taken as the basic sample unit. 

Stratum No. of Density Variance Area Biomass 
Observations (tonnes km-2) (km2) (tonnes) 

1 3 7.77 0.477 27782.2 215824.2 
2 3 4.37 5.398 24695.3 107972.9 
3 3 8.51 8.510 26238.7 223336.9 
4 3 13.08 13.08 21505.5 281222.9 
5 3 12.19 12.19 27782.2 338700.6 
6 3 23.59 23.59 27782.2 655477.0 

Table 6: Classification of the acoustic density data by three water depth ranges. 

Depth No. of Min. Mean Max. Median Variance Area Biomass 
Region Records (tonnes km-2) (km2) (tonnes) 

< 250 m 170 0.0 6.61 41.63 0.0 83.156 17492.5 115627.7 

250 -
1000 m 176 0.0 15.40 341.98 10.16 943.473 18109.9 278926.5 

>1000 m 1168 0.0 11.88 336.14 1.52 705.221 120184.9 1427996.6 

Total 1514 0.0 11.70 341.98 1.52 666.879 155787.3 1.8225x106 
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Table 7: Classification of the acoustic density data by three classes of the mean minimum 
temperature of the vertical CTD profiles. 

Temp. No. of Min. Mean Max. Median Variance Area Biomass 
Region Records (tonnes km-2) (km2) (tonnes) 

eC) 
< 0.0 479 0.0 15.30 173.99 3.12 764.854 49287.9 754207.1 

0-0.5 689 0.0 9.07 336.14 0.00 567.964 70896.5 643017.3 

> 0.5 346 0.0 11.95 341.98 2.24 700.396 35602.4 425318.4 

Total 1514 0.0 11.70 341.98 1.52 666.879 155786.8 1.8225x106 

Table 8: Classification of the acoustic density data by water depth and mean minimum 
temperature. 

Temperature Bathymetric Region 
Region <250m 250 - 1000 m > 1000 m 

Mean s.e. Mean s.e. Mean s.e. 

< 0.0 11.90 2.53 20.28 2.58 15.29 1.17 

0-0.5 5.70 2.14 14.08 2.27 9.09 1.05 

> 0.5 7.66 2.19 16.03 2.03 11.05 1.72 
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Figure 1: The realised survey track around the island of South Georgia. The survey tracks are approximately 30 n miles apart. The survey box 
was approximately 240 n miles x 180 n miles. The transecting started on the north side of the box and ended in the southeast corner. 
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Figure 2: The length of frequency distribution of all krill measured during the survey period, 24 November 1981 to 19 December 1981. 
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Figure 4: Eighteen transects obtained by splitting the nine transects along the long axis of the 
island. 
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Figure 5: Six regional strata covering on-shelf regions around South Georgia. 
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Figure 6: Six strip regions running parallel to the long axis of the island. These are based on 
the transect sections. 
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Figure 7: Map of krill density (tonnes km-2) produced by universal Kriging techniques using 
UNIMAP (UNIMAP, 1990). 
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Tableau 1: 

Tableau 2: 

Tableau 3: 

Tableau 4: 

Tableau 5: 

Tableau 6: 

Tableau 7: 

Tableau 8: 

Figure 1: 

Figure 2: 

Figure 3: 

Figure 4: 

Figure 5: 

Figure 6: 

Figure 7: 

Liste des tableaux 

Definitions des strates utilisees dans les analyses des donnees de transect. 

Estimations de den site moyenne et de biomasse totale produites en appliquant 
differents criteres de stratification (tableau 1) aux donnees de transect. 

Analyse cumulee de variance fondee sur les six strates regionales illustrees a la 
figure 5. 

Estimations de densite moyenne et de biomasse fondees sur les 18 transects 
definis a la figure 4. Les unites d'echantillonnage sont les sections de transect. 

Estimations de den site moyenne et de biomasse fondees sur les six strates 
regionales (figure 5). Les transects servent d'unite de base a l'echantillonnage. 

Classification des donnees de densite acoustique pour trois intervalles de 
profondeur d'eau. 

Classification des donnees de densite acoustique pour trois intervalles de 
temperature minimale moyenne des profils verticaux de CTD. 

Classification des donnees de den site acoustique par profondeur d'eau et 
temperature minimale moyenne. 

Liste des figures 

Trajet parcouru autour de l'lle de Georgie du Sud. Les trajets de la campagne 
sont espaces d'environ 30 milles n. Le cadre de la campagne etait d'environ 
240 milles n x 180 milles n. Le trace des transects, debute sur le cote nord du 
cadre, se termine dans le coin sud-est. 

Longueur de la distribution de frequences de tous les individus de laill mesures 
pendant la campagne, du 24 novembre 1981 au 19 decembre 1981. 

Neuf transects paralleles. 

Dix-huit transects obtenus en divisant en deux les neuf transects le long de l'axe 
le plus long de l'lle. 

Six strates regionales couvrant les regions du plateau de Georgie du Sud. 

Six regions allongees paralleles a l'axe le plus long de l'ile. Elles sont basees sur 
les sections de transect. 

Carte de densite du krill (tonnes km-Z) produite par les techniques universelles de 
Kriging a l'aide de UNIMAP (UNlMAP, 1990). 

CnHCOK Ta6JIHU; 

Ta6JIHu;a 1: Onpe,lleJIeHH5I cTpaT, HCnOJIb30BaHHblX B aHaJIH3e ,llaHHbIX no pa3pe3aM. 

Ta6JIHl1,a 2: Ou;eHKH Cpe,llHetI nJIOTHOCTH H o6lI.{etI 6HoMaccbI, BbI4HCJIeHHble npH 

nOMOlI.{H npHMeHeHH5I K ,llaHHbIM no pa3pe3aM Pa3JIH4HbIX KpHTepHeB 

cTpaTHqmKaU;HH (Ta6JIHu;a 1). 
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Ta6JIHu;a 3: COBoKynHbIH aHaJIH3 H3MeHlIHBocTH, OCHOBaHHbIH Ha meCTH 

perHOHaJIbHbIX CTpaTax, H306pa:>KeHHbIX Ha PHCYHKe 5. 

Ta6JIHu;a 4: Ou;eHKH Cpe,llHeH nJIOTHOCTH H 6HoMaccbI, OCHOBaHHbIe Ha 18 pa3pe3aX, 

H306pa:>KeHHbIX Ha PHCYHKe 4. E,lIHHHU;bI c60pa np06 5IBJI5IIOTC5I 

YlIacTKaMH pa3pe3a. 

Ta6JIHu;a 5: Ou;eHKH Cpe,llHeH nJIOTHOCTH H 6HoMaccbI, OCHOBaHHbIe Ha meCTH 

perHOHaJIbHbIX CTpaTax (PHCYHOK 5). Pa3pe3bI B35ITbI KaK CTaH,lIapTHa5I 

e,llHHHu;a c60pa np06. 

Ta6JIHu;a 6: KJIaccHCImKaU;H5I aKycTHlIecKHx ,lIaHHbIX no nJIOTHOCTH no TpeM 

,lIHan a30HaM r JIy6HHbI. 

Ta6JIHu;a 7: KJIaCcHqmKaU;H5I aKycTHlIecKHx ,lIaHHbIX no nJIOTHOCTH no TpeM 

KJIaCCaM Cpe,llHeH MHHHMaJIbHOH TeMnepaTypbI BepTHKaJIbHbIX 

npoqmJIeH CTD. 

Ta6JIHu;a 8: KJIaCCHCpHKaU;H5I aKycTHlIecKHx ,lIaHHbIX no nJIOTHOCTH no rJIy6HHe H 

cpe,llHeH MHHHMaJIbHOH TeMnepaType. 

CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

PHCYHOK 1: MapmpYT cbeMKH, BbInOJIHeHHbIH BOKpyr oCTpoBa IO:>KHa5I reOprH5I. 

MapmpYTbI CbeMKH npOXO,ll5IT Ha paCCT05IHHH npH6JIH3HTeJIbHO B 30 
MOPCKHX MHJIb ,lIpyr OT ,lIpyra. IIJIoIl{a,llb CbeMKH COTaBJI5IJIa 

npH6JIH3HTeJIbHO 240 MOPCKHX MHJIb x 180 MOPCKHX MHJIb. Pa3pe3 6bIJI 

HallaT Ha ceBepHOH CTopOHe H 3aBepmeH B IOrO-BOCTOllHOM yrJIy CeTKH. 

PHCYHOK 2: 'tIacToTHoe pacnpe,lleJIeHHe ,lIJIHHbI KPHJI5I, H3MepeHHoe B xO,lle CbeMKH 

C 24 H05I6p5I 1981 r. no 19 ,lIeKa6p5I 1981 r. 

PHCYHOK 3: lleB5ITb napaJIJIeJIbHbIX pa3pe30B. 

PHCYHOK 4: BOCeMHa,llu;aTb pa3pe30B, nOJIYlleHHble nYTeM Pa36HBKH ,lIeB5ITH 

pa3pe30B B,lIOJIb ,lIJIHHHOH OCH oCTpoBa. 

PHCYHOK 5: illecTb perHOHaJIbHbIX cTpaT Ha,ll meJIbcpaMH BOKpyr IO:>KHOH reOprHH. 

PHCYHOK 6: illecTb nOJIoC006Pa3HbIX YllacTKoB, npOJIeraIOIl{HX napaJIJIeJIbHO 

,lIJIHHHOH OCH oCTpoBa. YlIacTKH OCHOBaHbI Ha pa3pe3ax. 

PHCYHOK 7: KapTa nJIOTHOCTH KPHJI5I (TOHHbI KM-2), COCTaBJIeHHa5I npH nOMOIl{H 

YHHBepCaJIbHOrO MeTO,lla KpHrHHra C HCnOJIb30BaHHeM UNIMAP 
(UNlMAP, 1990), 

Tabla 1: 

Tabla2: 
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Lista de las tablas 

Definiciones de 10s estratos utilizados en 10s amilisis de 10s datos de transectos. 

OUculos de densidad media y biomasa total obtenidos al aplicar diversos criterios 
de estratificaci6n a 10s datos de transecto (tabla 1). 



Tab1a 3: 

Tab1a4: 

Tab1a5: 

Tab1a6: 

Tab1a 7: 

Tab1a8: 

Figura 1: 

Figura2: 

Figura 3: 

Figura4: 

Figura 5: 

Figura 6: 

Figura 7: 

AmHisis de varianza acumu1ados, basados en 10s seis estratos regiona1es 
presentados en la figura 5. 

OHcu10s de densidad media y de biomasa basados en 10s 18 transectos definidos 
en la figura 4. Las unidades de muestreo son secciones de transectos. 

Oilcu10s de densidad media y de biomasa basados en 10s seis estratos regiona1es 
(figura 5). Los transectos se consideran como 1as unidades basicas de muestreo. 

C1asificacion de 10s datos de densidad acustica, segun 10s tres rangos 
de profundidad. 

C1asificacion de los datos de densidad acustica segun las tres clases de 
temperatura minima media de los perfiles verticales CID. 

Clasificacion de los datos de densidad acustica segun la profundidad del agua y 
la temperatura minima media. 

Lista de las figuras 

Derrota de prospeccion llevada a cabo alrededor de la isla de Georgia del Sur. 
Las derrotas de prospeccion estan separadas por 30 millas nauticas, 
aproximadamente. El rectangulo de prospeccion fue aproximadamente de 240 x 
180 millas nauticas. Se comenzaron los transectos en el sector norte del 
rectangulo, terminando en la esquina sudoriental. 

La distribucion de la frecuencia de tallas del krill medido durante el periodo de 
prospeccion, 24 de noviembre de 1981 al19 de diciembre de 1981. 

Nueve transectos paralelos. 

Dieciocho transectos obtenidos al dividir los nueve transectos paralelos al eje 
longitudinal de la isla. 

Seis estratos regionales que cubren las zonas de la plataforma alrededor de 
Georgia del Sur. 

Seis bandas, paralelas al eje longitudinal de la isla. Estas se basan en las 
secciones de transectos. 

Mapa de la densidad del krill (toneladasokm-2) producido utilizando tecnicas 
universales Kriging empleando UNIMAP (UNlMAP, 1990). 
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